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ABSTRACT

This paper depicts a dialogue between art and technology, by examining coincidences and differences between artworks and inventions, their conditions and stakes. By examining these categories through the same lenses, this approach hopes to build bridges between the two, or even propose that they stop being seen as separate institutions.

The text starts by looking at how the separation between art and science occurred in terms of etymology. It then builds upon the idea of skill, which is not far from art’s original meaning. We look at how different they might be for science and art, in terms of intellectual and bodily skills.

Since both fields have high stakes in originality and uniqueness, the paper looks into the issues of each one and the systems put in place by society to assure rights for artists and inventors.

A turn towards knowledge as a raw material for art has been happening for at least a century, and was accelerated in the last decades by practices which incorporated several aspects of science and technology into the creative arts. To account for these practices, the categories of discrete art and invention art are proposed, and existing ones such as conceptual art are explored.

The paper does not draw hard conclusions. It instead proposes a few leads to understand new stances within art and technology, and leaves the definition of knowledge art as an open concept.

1 Introduction

This paper intends to gather starting points for a comparison between artworks and inventions, and consequently for art and technology themselves. I will look into how they became separate fields; analyse some institutions in society that account for this separation; and finally speculate whether they start merging again, based on a substantial turn in the art world towards a knowledge-based common practice.

In most of human history, art and science were not separated. In fact, the concept of art as we understand today is relatively recent. The word art comes from the latin Ars, which means skill in “in producing any material form” or in “joining something, combining, working it.”[17] This meaning persists in derived words used today such as artifact, artificial, or in the title Bachelor of Arts, meaning “human workmanship.” The German language term for art, Kunst, doesn’t descend from Latin; yet the use to notate human-made remains, for instance, in Kunstschnee, “artificial snow”. In road building terminology special structures such as overpasses and bridges are designated “special artworks.”[27] This places art in opposition from nature, ie, art would be everything made by women and men, including poems and statues, but also houses, boats, knives and clothes. When Seneca claims that all art is but an imitation of nature, he refers not only to the current expressive understanding of it, but also to the skills developed to imitate the architecture of birds’ dwellings or the sharpness of the claws of bears.

So when did the concept of art change? When did the West begin to define what we call art today - paintings, literature,
music - from other creations such as the steam engine? And even more importantly, where and how is the border between the categories traced?

This text mentions the West explicitly because this concept was developed in Europe, and that creates challenges in identifying these issues in non-Western societies. James Elkins dealt with the challenge of fitting non-artistic images within the context of the art world.[11] The West/non-West cultural distinction is not used remorselessly here, in the light of its recent applications to interfere with the lives of immigrants.[2] There are better ways of dealing with the differences between European culture and its counterparts. I'll use the term nonetheless, not only because it is the standard in art history, but also since the article intends to propose a criticism of how such discipline is built.

Even in Western countries that don't use a Germanic or Latin language, the naming of art reveals troubles in baptizing the self-expression activities of humans. Greeks still use the term τέχνη (téchni) for art while at the same time using τεχνολογία (technologia) for technology. Technical and artistic skills remain in one category, since τέχνη also designates craftsmanship in general. On the other end of Europe, the Finnish standard is to use the word taide, which was coined only in the 1840's by wordsmith Wolmar Schildt[21], and is derived from the verb taitaa, which also means to master, to be proficient at something, or to have a skill.

If in the nineteenth century there were still western languages without a normalized term for art, it makes us wonder how recently this naming process took place. While it is not the role of this paper to propose an answer to a question that was raised by some many prominent historians, it can provide some clues. The Oxford English Dictionary claims that "Although this is the most usual modern sense of art when used without any qualification, it has not been found in English dictionaries until the 19th century."[31] The same source does not list texts using this meaning before 1668.

Hans Belting's investigation on "the history of image before the era of art"[3] identifies a new role for images as art connected to the questioning of religious icons made by the Reformation in the sixteenth century. In fact, the most recent work studied in this seminal book is Raphael's Sistine Madonna, painted around 1513. One of the first books on art history is the compendium published in 1568 by Georgio Vasari, Lives of the Most Excellent Painters, Sculptors, and Architects. As its title already suggests, the word artist is never used in it. The subjects are referenced by their specific crafts. In Le Vite[26] the word art is used, but again it is applied much more in the sense of skill.

In any case, even if art was born thousands of years BC - probably together with mankind - it was not baptized earlier than a couple of centuries ago. And before this baptism, we used to think of any human activity that required skills as art. The reasons for these categorizations are beyond the scope of this text, so it will rather look into its consequences, and what they mean in a context where art and technology seem destined to merge again. But first, since the word art does not apply anymore to every type of craft, let's do the exercise of looking at skills as if the schism between art and technology never existed.

In order to differentiate it from the current understanding of arts, whenever the paper uses the term art in its original, broader meaning, it will be noted in italics - art.

2 Skill

In times when automation takes over all aspects of production and even creativity, it is hard to make an argument for artisanal skill. The craft of a shoemaker had to be much more appreciated in the middle ages than it can ever be now, even if there are brands which might claim to produce handmade shoes. That is not to say that mechanical skills are now completely scorned. Good drivers will always be in high praise; the productivity of a sweatshop worker is directly related to her or his ability to perform fast and without mistakes.

I'll resist the temptation to classify a skill as creative or not creative. All tasks can benefit from innovative approaches, even if repetitive and imposed. It is true that a given skill can be learned to the point of perfection, without any added improvements or personal touches. But someone, at some point, invented this set of movements or this process. So we can say that every skill is a product of human art.

There is another distinction that might be very tempting to make, yet not less risky: the non-binary spectrum between bodily and intellectual skill, a distinction analog to the one between blue collar and white collar workers. Within artistic practice there are plenty of examples where mastering the body is a requirement. Dancing, singing, playing musical instruments or acting require extensive training or at least a coherent approach. And even in arts, a case can be made for performers that thrive for perfection instead of innovation. An opera singer can deliver a flawless, classic interpretation of a lied; she or he might then be praised for integrity, and at the same time be criticized for not incorporating personal expression. Of course, such perfection is obtained through comparison to previous installments of the same work, which will bear the mark of
originality. That doesn't necessarily take away its artistic merits.

The skills required to compose the opera, however, demand less from the body and could be performed without any biomechanical capabilities. Also writers can use an assortment of supports to create a text - pen, typewriter, tape recorders; but a choreographer will almost always be relying on bodies. A recent term, knowledge worker, has been coined to describe jobs that rely heavily on thinking and solving problems, with some discussion whether this implies creative work or not.[19]

At this point we can note a specificity inherent to non-bodily tasks, which is the inevitable creation of a documentable process that can be replicated. A mental skill is always expected to generate a trail. If you won’t write down your idea, it might get lost forever. In comparison, a dance movement might exist only in the moment of the performance, if it is not documented in a set of instructions or a video recording. Although this seems like a superficial effect, it will be important later for the argument of this paper.

Still, the distinction is never easy to make. No mind exists outside a body; likewise dance movements are not a product of the body alone. Painting and sculpting require fine dexterity, but it also requires the previous imagination of what is to be sculpted or drawn. One can make the argument that once the blueprint is finished - picture or statue - it can, at least in our times, be reproduced by a machine and dispense with the body. What about photography, for instance? An action photographer needs the bodily ability to press the trigger at the most significant moment. But studio photographers might take their time in materializing an imagined scene, for which their body might nor ever be required - even the shutter might be pressed by an assistant. And the speed and resolution of current cameras allow an image maker to capture time continuously, leaving the task of choosing the best moment for a later time, when the mind can work without immediate physical demands.

Outside the spectacle, sports and entertainment realms (in which I begrudgingly include all types of fine arts, polemics apart), body skills lose protagonism, and the ability required to invent techniques, concepts, programs take their place.

It is hard to deny the relevance of the skills necessary for innovation in our society. Here I’m speaking more in the old terms of art skills, that is, including technology, medicine, social science, and also expressive activities under the current umbrella term of art. In other words, the skills needed for invention. The problem is that, when we decided to remove self-expressive endeavors from the more general technical skills and create the current category of art, new criteria were invented to evaluate such production. I will now describe the ideas of originality and uniqueness, and how they are represented in the legal framework built around the business of creation.

3 Originality and uniqueness

Being original and/or unique represent some of the highest stakes in science and technological development as well as in the expressive arts, and that’s why they must be addressed here in tandem. These two qualities are complementary and different. What is convenient for this discussion is that in the case of objects, the concept of original and unique can be used interchangeably. It is the case where originality can also mean authenticity, genuineness. The uniqueness can be indicated by the impossibility to create a copy of it. The Eiffel Tower is unique not only because it was the historical construction built for the Paris World Exhibition, but also because its location makes it unique. Another identical tower can be built, but it won’t be “the” Eiffel tower. Objects that were destroyed but rebuilt in the same place suffer the same fate, as it is the case, for instance, for historical edifications bombed in wars. This definition is never so straightforward since any physical thing will suffer some sort of decay: buildings made of wood must be permanently reconstructed. A 17th century wooden church might not have one single plank from the time of construction and still be considered original. A problem that museologists must face constantly is the challenge of defining how much an item can be maintained before losing its genuineness, but one can always argue that the continuum provided by the slow replacements already provide the connection to the first historical installment of the object.

More obvious is the fact that manually created artworks cannot be copied because simply they are very difficult to replicate. It is exactly the skill - the art - what makes them unique: only the most talented forgers will be able to not convey their own specific dexterity to the imitations. And in that case, they will fall into the already mentioned skill of perfect replication. As Walter Benjamin notably described[4], the advent of mechanical ways of creating copies complicated the notion of uniqueness. The original artwork has an aura, no matter how restored it has been. But a photo print, of which millions of copies can be made? Even if we know that at an atomic level no two objects are identical, two well executed prints of a picture will look exactly the same. Although understandably much more attention is given in the case of artworks, trouble started much before, when industrialization replaced the work or
the artisan; a scissor would no longer be appreciated for the ironsmith that cast it, but for the company producing it.

When dealing with ideas, instead of things, originality takes a different turn, and proving uniqueness is not so simple. The understanding of a concept is much more prone to subjectivity. Here, I’m not using the word concept in the philosophical, Kantian sense of an *a priori* category. What I call a concept is a new arrangement of things or other concepts, that is used to explain a phenomenon, or to propose a new method that might be used to create things. Within this definition, a concept could refer to an invention, an artistic style, or choreography.

Hence the difficulty in determining originality and uniqueness in concepts. In human culture, nothing is created out of thin air. All production is the result of some recombination of previous developments, both in art and science. An original work is able to stand out from its peers by proposing a combination that didn’t exist before. In systems theory (and other theoretical frameworks) the appearance of a new feature, able to perform new tasks, but based on existing features of the system, is named emergence. This very concept is built on something formulated by Aristotle ages ago: “In the case of all things which have several parts and in which the totality is not, as it were, a mere heap, but the whole is something beside the parts”[1]. And since the conditions for the emergence of new concepts are shared across many peers, it is not uncommon to see similar concepts appearing at the same time. That means that although original (authentic and genuine), they might be non-unique (even though, of course, concepts also are never exactly the same).

This phenomenon is not uncommon in science, and might be called multiple discovery or simultaneous invention. Newton and Leibniz both discovered calculus working independently from each other, only ten years apart[16]. While working on the theory of evolution, Darwin received a letter from his pupil Alfred Russel Wallace in which he described the same conclusions on natural selection[9]. The list of simultaneous inventions is long, including the electric telegraph, the airplane, the jet engine. The RSA algorithm[22], used widely in cryptography methods, had already been proposed in a classified document, five years earlier.[8]

More importantly, what are the stakes for uniqueness in a concept? For the development of knowledge and culture - or mankind in general - it doesn’t matter how many people discovered the same thing. In fact, in many cases a given advent is only widely adopted after findings subsequent to the first one. But in the history of concurrent development, tales of fierce fighting abound. There is a high incentive for being the first, and the reward is backed by a complex system of use restrictions, as we will see shortly.

Questions of uniqueness didn’t appear often in the arts due to the fact that, as we have seen, crafted art objects usually bear the quality of singleness. And in terms of commercial value, the issue of duplicates was never a problem for galleries - limited editions and artist-issued certificates of authenticity serve as substitutes for the object’s aura. Recently, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) also emerged as an option to create artificial scarcity for artworks. But when artists start relying on discrete systems for their trade - from image generating software, to 3d printers or even plain algorithms such as performance scores or Sol Lewitt’s instructions - the odds are that similar concepts will appear at some point. And if there is a specific category of conceptual art, we can imagine that concurrent concepts might end up clashing.

4 Patents, copyrights and other invented protections

The most institutionalized methods for validating uniqueness and originality in our society - again, in science as well as in the arts - are the intellectual rights systems. The creation of enclosures to protect originality and uniqueness is a process parallel to the enclosure of common lands in the eighteenth century[18]. Patent-like incentives were already issued in Greece, around 500 B.C., and also in the Republic of Venice in the mid-1400s, but the first modern law to create a similar sort of protection is considered to be the British Statute of Monopolies, from 1624. Copyright protection was established in France in 1498 and in the next century in the United Kingdom, although they worked more like monopolies on printing. The Statute of Anne, from 1709, limited the periods of such monopolies, fostering competition; but the rights of authors weren’t recognized in England until 1774[9]. Other platforms of protection also exist, such as trademark systems and trade secrets; in 1998 the European Union created regulation on design protection[32]. These are usually addressed under the broader term “Intellectual Property”, but the idea of property applied to ideas and content has been criticized, as property implies some kind of scarcity, and that does not apply to intellectual works[28], the same way one cannot claim rights to sunlight or air.

How are patents and copyrights related to uniqueness and originality of concepts and physical artworks? In very broad terms, patents cover ideas and copyrights cover their expressions. Not any idea can be patented: they must be “implementable” ideas. Pure concepts are therefore excluded from any kind of protection. A natural law, a
mathematical function or a physical phenomenon also cannot be patented. A process that does something can be patented: in fact patents are commonly categorized into either products or processes.

United States law defines three criteria for the concession of patents: novelty, utility and non-obviousness. Novelty not only addresses the aforementioned originality. Existing “prior art” would be an impediment - and here the term appears again designating anything human-made, not necessarily “artistic”. That includes the exhibition of the invention to be patented: once it becomes public, the creator should register it within the year, or it will become unpatentable.

Another feature of this condition is that it tries to resolve multiple discoveries: even if two people independently develop the same thing, the rights will go to the first to obtain the patent. This should in theory democratize innovation, since a patent, in theory, should be cheap to obtain; in practice, the history of simultaneous invention is full of tales of creators that, sometimes even with the granted rights, couldn’t make a profit from the creation because they lacked the funds or connections to make it commercially feasible. Italian inventor Antonio Meucci registered a telephone system five years before Graham Bell, but lost expensive legal action against the latter and could never develop his product. Radio transmission was achieved by the priest Roberto Landell de Moura two years before Marconi, but the fact that he was based in Brazil limited his access to financing, even after a successful European tour demonstrating his devices[12]. In the year before the gramophone blueprint was deposited, French inventor Charles Cros submitted his own audio recording system to the French Academy of Sciences. But it was Thomas Edison’s research laboratory in Menlo Park, New Jersey, that had the means to profit from it[14].

Copyright law doesn’t intend to avoid simultaneity: if two artists prove that they developed the work independently, copyright could be awarded to both. Given the nature of crafted works like paintings or novels, it is very unlikely that two independent works will have the same fixed notation. But one example could be an exact same melody composed by musicians without each having ever heard the other. The opposite case is a lot more common: a composer will face the accusation of plagiarism when it can be shown that she or he heard the duplicated tune at some point before her or his own composition. That was the case for instance, of Rod Stewart’s hit Do Ya Think I’m Sexy?, unconsciously inspired by Jorge Ben’s Taj Mahal during a trip[24].

Utility and non-obviousness seem even harder to define, and we can see loads of patented products which are apparently useless and processes that seem too obvious, like the famous one-click shopping method granted to Amazon. In fact, the non-obviousness criteria also states that combining two well-known methods into a third new one is a case of obviousness. With millions of products and patents in existence, it becomes harder every time to come up with something that is not obvious to a skilled person. That is also one of the causes for major headaches for experts: the software patent.

Computer programs stand somewhere in between a concept, a process and a product. It is a set of instructions to execute a task. In that sense, it is a concept, even if it is used to perform something. But any software that is executed in a Turing machine (ie, any computer) is a representation of a mathematical function, and therefore would be excluded from patenting[33].

The European Union parliament rejected in 2005 a proposal to allow software patents[34]. Several decisions of the US Supreme Court also supported this stance. Still, more than 30000 software patents were granted in the EU only before 2005 and continue to be issued under different approaches[9]. In any case, the representation of software programs - the lines of code - can be copyrighted, although this copyright can be circumvented (making it kind of pointless) by writing a different code that does the same thing.

Copyrights are clearly closer to art production, with creators usually in the protected side, but also sometimes in the infringement side - like Andy Warhol and Jeff Koons, both sued by the copyright holders of photos used in their works. These cases demonstrate the difficulty in applying copyright to culture in general. After all, nothing is created out of thin air: culture is a web of citations, inspiration, references.

To address the issue, alternative copyright licenses have been proposed, with the most popular being Creative Commons. This model allows publishing with less restrictive permissions such as non-commercial use, or modification. In software, free licenses abound, such as the MIT, GPT or Apache. On top of the licensing freedom, stands also the open source movement, which avogates the publishing of the code even without reuse rights, for the sake of knowledge sharing and innovation.

To collect proceeds from copyright protection, copyright societies were created. They charge companies which use copyrighted materials, such as radio stations, movie theaters and book editors and distribute the funds among the authors. They may also prosecute people who copy
such materials. The digitalization of supports created challenges for these institutions; in Spain, for instance, a tax on blank digital media such as CDs or hard drives destined to the copyright agency was created. The societies are often accused of preventing the fair use of copyrighted material in non-profit settings. New models of distribution such as streaming media - Spotify, Netflix, etc - are questioning the role of these agencies. It is also worth noting that, in spite of producing copyrightable material, most fine art forms, like photographs, do not profit from the services of these agencies unless the artwork ends up in a book or a movie.

In creative activities, patents play a lesser role. It is not uncommon for artists to patent musical instruments, like Prince’s Keytar[20] or tools, like James Cameron’s underwater dolly[7]. Filing a patent for an art piece is more challenging: how can the utility of art be proved? At the same, more and more artists have a practice within a technological framework, to the point that much of their production can be considered an invention. With that in mind, let’s invent some categories of art and see how they can be seen from a viewpoint of art and intellectual legal rights.

5 Conceptual art, discrete art, invention art and more

Besides the well established notion of conceptual art, I also propose two other categorizations - discrete art and invention art - that will contribute to the debate on art, technology, and their relations to science and intellectual production. These three disciplines are presented here not as excludent categories, but rather as framings within the broader contemporary art production. We can think of these as labels for tagging works, artists or even movements, considering that these criteria overlap each other and further possibilities of classification. In common, they are creative endeavours that do not rely on fine dexterity skills - like dancing, drawing, sports - but on intellectual skills. They represent the claim within the arts to embrace thought as a tool, like the brush or chisel. They are framed this way here for their challenge to the so-called intellectual rights: their mere existence might prove how arbitrary and unnatural the laws governing the protection of the creative craft can be.

Conceptual art has defied definitions for decades. The term rose to prominence in the sixties, but has been expanded to include previous works like Duchamp’s Urinal, exactly due to the fact that they are more based on thought than mechanical skill. “With the unassisted Ready-made, art changed its focus from the form of the language to what was being said. Which means that it changed the nature of art from a question of morphology to a question of function[15].” This paper won’t propose a new definition or adopt an existing one. For the purpose of the argument here, conceptual art is the art that doesn’t output a copyrightable expression, but relies exclusively on language (and thought) to exist. I understand that this would exclude some notable conceptual artworks such as Manzoni’s Artist’s Shit, but the point being made here (and elsewhere[23]) is that by suppressing the material expression, this category subverts the productive logic of intellectual rights protection and tries to place itself outside of a capitalist logic. By that I do not mean that conceptual art never gets sold. The lack of materiality never refrained collectors from buying this type of art[35]. It just eschews capitalism’s protection mechanisms for art’s own methods, anterior to the intellectual enclosures of the industrial era.

This distinction is also useful because in some cases the artworks will have outputs, but they won’t be eligible for copyright. GFP Bunny is a transgenic work by Eduardo Kac, in which an albino rabbit, Alba, “was created with EGFP, an enhanced version (i.e., a synthetic mutation) of the original wild-type green fluorescent gene found in the jellyfish Aequorea Victoria.”[1] This made the bunny glow under certain conditions of lighting. Although the pet can be seen as a materialization of the artwork, it is not possible to copyright a living being.

The patent of a living being, however, is possible. Plants have been eligible for registration in the US since 1930 and a Supreme Court decision from 1980 granted a patent of a mouse[25]. Even though the discovery of naturally occurring genes cannot be protected, since they are a product of nature, artificially manipulated genes can[9]. Kac has made it clear that his artwork is not the bunny, but its creation, the public discussion generated by it and its social integration; and in any case, the genetic alteration process was not invented by the artist but by a company. We will not delve into the ethics question for the work, as that would be impossible to cover here. However, there could be a patentable claim to the fluorescent rabbit “product”. In fact, there are several patents of fluorescent fish assigned to the GloFish company, which commercializes them[2]. Therefore this work also fits into the invention art category, which will be addressed soon.

I propose the discrete art classification as an analogy to discrete mathematics, which deals with distinct, separate values, states and steps. This field is defined in opposition to continuous mathematics, so it can also be seen as dealing with digital data instead of analogic information.

---

Discrete art would deal essentially with algorithms that describe every step of the operation, creating different states to arrive at a final outcome - or artwork, possibly. Software-based generative arts are closely associated with discrete systems, but similar processes can also be found, for instance, in the scores of performances. One can also see interactive works (installations, narratives) as state machines, where the users trigger different possible configurations.

Discrete art overlaps in many features with conceptual art. I would consider Sol Lewitt's instructions for works as a perfect example of discrete art, and yet he is considered a conceptual artist[30]. Casey Reas' software-generated tableaus are also examples. In fact, he co-created one of the main tools for discrete artists, the Processing programming platform. In another paper [6] I discuss the change of paradigm caused by artificial intelligence within generative arts, as they are no longer restrained by specific styles, but can be used as a generic tool that can be trained in any style.

Very often, discrete art produces copyrightable work. Besides, as mentioned before, code itself is a form of expression eligible for protection; so that would also be the case, for instance, for Yoko Ono or Sol Lewitt's sets of instructions. Nevertheless the financial gains for such artists rely much more on the gallery system than copyright societies. And again, the recent advent of non-fungible token platforms also provided a revenue system for creators that circumvents the traditional copyright system.

One interesting effect of discrete art is the potential to replicate the aforementioned bodily skills, by transforming continuous movement into discrete instructions. We live in times where the functions of the body are being executed (and outperformed) by machines. This shift is not exclusive to science and engineering, but also within the arts themselves, as we can have sculptor robots and artificial intelligence music performances, and even a desktop printer can be seen as a replacement for the bodily skills of illustrators.

The criteria I propose to define invention art is more banal: it is art that could be patented as an invention, if the patent system could reconfigure its usefulness criteria. Right now, this utility requirement seems arbitrary enough: we can find approved applications for bird diapers or a method to create artworks based on dog nose smudges. As for the other criteria, novelty would stand as long as the artist would be the first to publish and register her/his art. Quite often the artist claims an artistic application to an already existing invention, which would not fit my proposal. As for non-obviousness, that is where artists are likely to excel in comparison to other inventors.

The invention of a fluorescent bunny was already mentioned, but the list of potential artist inventions is long. Ana Laura Cantera⁴, an Argentinian electronic artist, deals constantly with the combination of organic and electric methods. In a residency at the Nuvem Art and Technology space, she proposed, for instance, the creation of self powered bioconstruction bricks⁵. Jonathan Kemp⁶ and Martin Howse⁷ developed (among many other devices) the telluro-geo-psycho-modulator, that allows to investigate the thesis that “brain states are modulated by the interference of weak geomagnetic fields, and that such modulations cause anomalous experiences.”⁸

Artist Gilberto Esparza invented a contraption that allows plants to move and search for water⁹, among many others. Daniel Rozin is well known for his series of innovative mechanical mirrors⁷, many of which have been sold as art pieces. As far as I could ascertain, there are no patents for those, but he does hold valid patents for original visual methods and a 3D scanner. Julius von Bismarck actually holds a patent to one of his artworks, the Image Fulgurator,¹⁰ although he claims that the invention was freely copied and widely used. In fact, Julius also has a piece which is based on public patent drawings, named Perpetual Storytelling Apparatus.

The interesting thing about this unwillingness to register creations is that it allows for simultaneous inventing. A patent on an art piece, in theory, creates an impediment for other similar work. In 2009, Brazilian artist Pedro Veneroso developed the concept for an interactive installation named Paradoxo: Chuva (Paradox: Rain)¹¹. It consisted of a room equipped with a grid of water outlets in the ceiling.

---
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controlled by electronic valves and presence sensors. The system would open and close the faucets in a way that water would be falling throughout the whole room, except on and around the visitors. The artist submitted the project for financing, but was never able to fund it beyond the blueprint. Just a couple of years later, a project named Rain Room\(^\text{12}\) was developed by the artist duo Random International, with the exact same mechanism. It took the art world by storm, being presented in the Barbican in London, MoMA in New York, and several other venues around the world.

There is no evidence that the duo was inspired by the Brazilian project. It is probable that they were influenced by the Water Swing Project\(^\text{13}\), released in 2011. Veneroso's concept, however, was conceived before that. But this anecdote is an example of the difference between works based on concept and works based on artistic skill. Two renaissance painters depicting the birth of Jesus would certainly end up with very unique works. If executed, Veneroso's installation would certainly be physically different from the one seen at MoMA. But in such projects, the concept has a much greater weight than the execution and therefore they could be seen as replicas. The story also reinforces the notion that, like the cases of great inventions described above, the one who reaps the rewards is not necessarily the first to come up with the concept, but those who have the funding to execute it.

Beyond the scope of this article are also two concepts that could fit into the idea of knowledge art. Hacker Art\(^\text{13}\) is a category that is being developed by other authors, which could have many intersections with the classifications above. And finally, Artistic Research\(^\text{5}\) has become a vast field, with many competing and valid definitions. It might be treated as art based on investigations, or as an academic method flexible enough to validate artistic practice as institutional, or even as an appropriation of scientific research criteria by artists - in all cases, it will fit into a knowledge-based creative expression.

5 Conclusions

This paper is focused rather on gathering evidence to forge a landscape of possible entanglements between art, science and their features than to arrive at a precipitated conclusive definition. But it can list a few thesis based on the clues highlighted.

It seems like the reframing of the term art was made to separate science and technology from subjective/expressive craft, about the time when the age of enlightenment needed to validate reductionist ideas based on reason and the scientific method. An analog distinction also started to be made between the psychomotor artistic skills of fine art and the intellectual and engineering skills of invention. With the prevalence of the capitalist system, a framework to protect inventions and artworks was put in existence, which valued originality and uniqueness in detriment of collaboration and remixing.

One thing that can be generalized about most inventors and artists is that they haven’t been benefitting from patents, exactly as their counterparts of yore - in the time of art before art. In the end, corporations and lawyers seem to be the ones who benefited the most from the patent system. The cases of successful independent inventors and wealthy artists are exceptions and not the rule. The main argument towards the system is the incentive to innovate; nevertheless, the argument is invalidated when we see that unprotected scientific fields such as pure mathematics and particle physics also innovate continuously. Scientists have always been motivated by the thrill of innovation itself, independent of financial awards. Most of the innovation seen in cyberspace today - social networks, streaming media - flourished in areas which are not much prone to patenting. And artists, as usual, continue to innovate as always, without the need to resort to invention protection.

It can also be said that some of the most original movements in culture happened in defiance of copyright. Hip-hop was built heavily on the culture of sampling, and had to pay the financial consequences of this audacity\(^\text{29}\). Like inventors, most musicians and book writers earn neglectable income from copyright societies; the only ones who really benefit are a few top sellers and music stars.

As the arts started to reclaim language and concepts as raw materials, they also reappropriated intellectual methods as an integral part of the field, closing again the gap between sciences and what is now known as the arts. This tendency is accentuated by more recent appropriations described as discrete art, invention art, hacker art and possibly even Artistic Research.

The paper purposely opts not to define knowledge art, its title concept. It rather offered some elements and hints of what this could be, leaving it open for others to build upon and remix the concept - as it is the practice within all open knowledge and culture, and was the general rule before science and technology were stripped away from the arts.

\(^{12}\) RANDOM INTERNATIONAL. Retrieved May 2, 2021 from https://www.random-international.com/rain-room-2012
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